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Analysis and generation of laughter motions,
and evaluation in an android robot
carlos toshinori ishi, takashi minato and hiroshi ishiguro

Laughter commonly occurs in daily interactions, and is not only simply related to funny situations, but also to expressing some
type of attitudes, having important social functions in communication. The background of the present work is to generate natural
motions in a humanoid robot, so that miscommunication might be caused if there is mismatching between audio and visual
modalities, especially in laughter events. In the present work, we used a multimodal dialogue database, and analyzed facial,
head, and body motion during laughing speech. Based on the analysis results of human behaviors during laughing speech, we
proposed a motion generation method given the speech signal and the laughing speech intervals. Subjective experiments were
conducted using our android robot by generating five different motion types, considering several modalities. Evaluation results
showed the effectiveness of controlling different parts of the face, head, and upper body (eyelid narrowing, lip corner/cheek
raising, eye blinking, head motion, and upper body motion control).
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I . I NTRODUCT ION

Laughter commonly occurs in daily interactions, not only
simply in relation to funny situations, but also to some type
of attitudes (like friendliness or interest), having an impor-
tant social function in human–human communication
[1, 2], as well as positive influences on human’s health [3, 4].
Laughter also provides social signals that allow our conver-
sations to flow smoothly among topics; to help us repairing
conversations that are breaking down; and to finish our con-
versations on a positive note [5, 6]. Thus, it is important to
account for laughter in robot-mediated communication as
well.

We have beenworking on improving human–robot com-
munication, by implementing humanlikemotions in several
types of humanoid robots. So far, we proposed and evalu-
ated several methods for automatically generating lip and
head motions of a humanoid robot in synchrony with the
speech signal [7–10]. Throughout the evaluation experi-
ments, we have observed that more natural (humanlike)
behaviors by a robot are expected, as the appearance of
the robot becomes closer to the one of a human, such
as in android robots. Further, it has been observed that
unnaturalness occurs when there is a mismatch between
voice and motion, especially during short-term emotional
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expressions, like in laughter and surprise. To achieve a
smooth human–robot interaction, it is essential that natu-
ral (humanlike) behaviors are expressed by the robot. Thus,
in the present work, we focused on natural motion gener-
ation during the laughter events of humanoid robots (i.e.
when the robot produces laughing speech.) To design the
laughter motion of a humanoid robot, two issues need to
be considered: (1) the modalities related to laughter have to
be clarified, for generating motion in synchrony with the
laughing speech intervals; (2) the generated motion suffers
from the limitation of robot hardware system (i.e. motion
range and controllable parts are limited).

In this study, in order to account for these two issues, we
first analyzed how different modalities (lip corners, eyelids,
cheeks, head, and body movements) appear in synchrony
with the laughing speech intervals, in face-to-face dialogue
interactions. Then, we proposed a method for motion gen-
eration in our android robot, based on themain trends from
the analysis results. As a first step for a complete automation
of laughter generation from the speech signal, we assume
that the laughter interval is given, and investigate if natu-
ral motion can be generated in the android during laughing
speech. We then conducted subjective experiments to eval-
uate the effects of controlling different modalities in the
proposed laughter motion generation method, under the
android hardware limitation.

This manuscript is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present related works on laughter motion generation. In
Section III, we report the analysis results of motion during
the laughter events. In Section IV, we describe the proposed
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method for generating laughtermotion from the speech sig-
nal, and present evaluation results of motion generation in
an android. In Section V, we discuss the interpretation of
the evaluation results, and Section VI concludes the paper.
This paper is an extended version of our previous studies
reported in [11, 12].

I I . RELATED WORK

Regarding the issue on motion generation synchronized
with laughter, several works have been reported in the
computer graphics (CG) animation field [13–16]. For exam-
ple, the relations between laughter intensity and facial
motion were investigated, and a model which generates
facial motion position only from laughter intensity was
proposed in [13]. In [14], the model of laughter synthesis
was extended by adding laughter duration as input, and
selecting pre-recorded facial motion sequences. In [15], a
multimodal laughter animation synthesis method, includ-
ing head, torso, and shoulder motions, is proposed. Meth-
ods to synthesize rhythmic body movements (torso leaning
and shoulder vibration) of laughter and to integrate them
with other synthesized expressions are proposed in [16].
The torso leaning and shoulder vibrations are reconstructed
from human motion capture data through synthesis of two
harmonics.

However, an issue regarding robotics application is that,
different from CG agents, androids have limitations in
the motion degrees of freedom (DOF) and motion range.
Those studies on CG agents assume rich 3D models for
facial motions, which cannot be directly applied to the
android robot control. So, it is important to clarify what
motion generation strategies are effective to give natu-
ral impressions with laughter, under limited DOFs. In the
social robotics field, some studies have implemented a
facial expression of smile or laughing in humanoid robots
[17, 18]. However, these studies only cover symbolic facial
expressions, so that dynamic features of laughter are not
dealt with. Many studies have shown that dynamic fea-
tures of facial motion influence the perception of facial
expression (surveyed in [19]). For example, the experimen-
tal results using CG agents indicated that different mean-
ings of laugh (amused, embarrassed, and polite) can be
expressed depending on the movement size and duration
of facial parts and those timings [20]. In other words, if
the motion timing of the facial parts is not appropriately
designed, the meaning of the robot’s laugh may not be
correctly interpreted by people, which is a crucial issue
for natural human–robot interaction. So, it is important
to clarify which motion generation strategies are effec-
tive to give natural impressions during laughter, under
limited DOFs.

Thus, in this study, we focused on the analysis of the
dynamic features of different modalities relative to the
laughing speech intervals, and evaluated the contribution of
eachmodality control on the naturalness of laughtermotion
in our android robot.

I I I . ANALYS IS DATA

We firstly analyzed audio-visual data of laughing speech
segments appearing in human–human dialogue interac-
tions.

A) Description of the data
For analysis, we used themultimodal conversational speech
database recorded at ATR/IRC laboratories. The database
contains face-to-face dialogues between pairs of speak-
ers, including audio, video, and (head) motion capture
data of each dialogue partners. Each dialogue is about
10 ∼ 15min of free-topic conversations. The conversations
include topics about past events, future plans for trips, self-
introductions, topics about a person they know in common,
topics regarding family andwork, and past experiences. The
database contains segmentation and text transcriptions, and
also includes information about presence of laughter. All
laughter events in the database were naturally occurred
within the conversations, i.e. the participants were not
elicited to laugh. The laughter events were manually seg-
mented, by listening to the audio signals and looking at
the spectrogram displays. Data of 12 speakers (eight female
and four male speakers) were used in the present analy-
sis, from where about 1000 laughing speech segments were
extracted.

B) Annotation data
The laughter intensity andmotionswere annotated for anal-
yses. The laughter intensity was categorized in four levels.

• Laughter intensity: {level 1: small laughter, level 2:medium
laughter, level 3: loud laughter, level 4: burst out laughter}

The laughter intensity levels were annotated by listening
to each laughing speech segments.

The following label sets were used to annotate the visual
features related to motions and facial expressions during
laughter.

• eyelids: {closed, narrowed, open}
• cheeks: {raised, not raised}
• lip corners: {raised, straightly stretched, lowered}
• head: {no motion, up, down, left or right up-down,
tilted, nod, others (including motions synchronized with
motions like upper-body)}

• upper body: {no motion, front, back, up, down, left or
right, tilted, turn, others (includingmotions synchronized
with other motions like head and arms)}

For each laughter event, a research assistant annotated
the above labels (related to motion and facial expressions),
by observing the video and the motion data displays.

The overall distributions of the motions during laugh-
ter are shown in Fig. 1, for each motion type. Firstly, as the
most representative feature of all facial expressions in laugh-
ter, it was observed that the lip corners are raised (moved
up) in more than 90 of the laughter events. Cheeks were
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Fig. 1. Distributions of face (lip corners, cheek, and eyelids), head, and upper body motions during laughing speech.

raised in 79, and eyes were narrowed or closed in 59 of
the laughter events.Most of the laughter eventswere accom-
panied either by a head or upper body motion, from which
the majority of the motions were in the vertical axis (head
pitch or upper body pitch motion).

C) Analysis of laughter motions and laughter
intensity
Figure 2 shows the distributions of the laughter motions
(eyelids, cheeks, lip corners, head motion, and body
motion) according to the different laughter intensity-level
categories (“1” to “4”). The symbols shown on the bars indi-
cate statistical significance test results after conducting χ 2

tests: “∧” means significantly higher occurrences (∧p <

0.05, ∧∧p < 0.01), while “∨” means significantly lower
occurrences (∨p < 0.05, ∨∨p < 0.01). For example, in the
“Eyelids” panel, eyelids are open with significantly higher
occurrences (∧∧) in low laughter intensity (level “1”), and
significantly lower occurrences (∨∨) in high laughter inten-
sities (levels “3” and “4”).

From the results shown for eyelids, cheeks and lip cor-
ners, it can be said that the degree of smiling face increased
in proportion to the intensity of the laughter, that is, eyelids
are narrowed or closed, and both cheeks and lip corners are
raised (Duchenne smile faces [21]).

Regarding the bodymotion categories, it can be observed
that the occurrence rates of front, back and up-down
motions increase, as the laughter intensity increases. The
results for intensity level “4” shows slightly different results,
but this is probably because of the small number of occur-
rences (<20, for eight categories).

From the results of head motion, it can be observed
that the occurrence rates of nods decrease, as the laughter
intensity increases. Since nods usually appear for expressing

agreement, consent, or sympathy, they are thought to be
easier to appear in low-intensity laughter.

D) Analysis of motion timing during laughter
events
For investigating the timing of the motions during laughing
speech, we conducted detailed analysis for five of the female
speakers (in her 20s).

The time instants of eye blinking and the start and end
points of eye narrowing and lip corner raising were manu-
ally segmented. The eye narrowing and lip corner raising
were categorized in two levels. For example, for lip cor-
ners, slightly raised (level 1) and clearly raised (level 2) were
distinguished.

As a result, it was observed that the start time of the smil-
ing facial expression (eye narrowing and lip corner raising)
usually matched with the start time of the laughing speech,
while the end time of the smiling face (i.e. the instant the
face turns back to the normal face) was delayed relatively to
the end time of the laughing speech by 1.2± 0.5 s.

Furthermore, it was observed that an eye blinking is usu-
ally accompanied at the instant the face turns back from the
smiling face to the normal face. It was observed that an eye
blinking occurred within an interval of 0.1 s from the offset
time of a smiling face in 70 of the laughter events. In con-
trast, it occurred within an interval of 0.1 s from the onset
time of a smiling face in only 23 of the laughter events.

Regarding lip corner raising, it was observed that the lip
corners were clearly raised (level 2) at the laughter segments
by expressing smiling faces, while they were slightly raised
(level 1) during a longer period in non-laughing intervals
by expressing slightly smiling faces. The percentage in time
of smiling faces (level 2) was 20, while by including slight
smiling faces (levels 1 and 2), the percentage in timewas 81
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Fig. 2. Distributions of eyelid, cheek, lip corners, head, and bodymotion categories, for different categories of laughter intensity levels (“1” to “4”). The total number
of occurrences for each laughter intensity level is shown within brackets. The symbols within the bars mean: “∧” for significantly higher occurrences (∧p < 0.05,
∧∧p < 0.01), and “∨” for significantly lower occurrences (∨p < 0.05, ∨∨p < 0.01), after χ2 tests.

on average, ranging from 65 to 100 (i.e. one of the speakers
showed slight smiling facial expressions over the whole dia-
logue). Obviously, these percentages are dependent on the
person and the dialogue context. In the present data, most
of the conversations were in joyful context.

The amplitudes of the pitch axis of upper body motion
were also analyzed. It was observed that in both forward and
backward motions, the pitch angle rotation velocities were
similar (10± 5◦/s for forward, and−10± 4◦/s for backward
directions).

I V . PROPOSED MOT ION
GENERAT ION IN AN ANDRO ID

Based on the analysis results, we proposed a motion gen-
eration method during laughing speech, accounting for the
following four factors: facial expression control (eyelid nar-
rowing and lip corner raising), head motion control (head
pitch direction), eye blinking control at the transition from
smiling face to neutral face, slight smiling facial expres-
sion (additional lip corner control) in the intervals other
than laughing speech, and bodymotion control (torso pitch
direction).

A) Android actuators and control methods
A female android robot was used to evaluate the proposed
motion generation method. Figure 3 shows the external
appearance and the actuators of the robot.

The current version of the android robot has 13 DOF for
the face, 3 DOF for the head motion, and 2 DOF for the
upper body motion. From those, the following were con-
trolled in the presentwork: upper eyelid control (actuator 1),
lower eyelid control (actuator 5), lip corner raising control
(actuator 8, cheek is also raised), jaw lowering control (actu-
ator 13), head pitch control (actuator 15), and upper body
pitch control (actuator 18). All actuator commands range
from 0 to 255. The numbers in red in Fig. 3 indicate default
actuator values for the neutral position.

Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the proposed method
for laughter motion generation in our android. Themethod
requires the speech signal and the laughing speech inter-
vals as input. In future, the laughing speech intervals can be
automatically detected from the speech signal. The different
modalities of the face, head, and body are driven by different
features extracted from the speech signal. Lip corner raising
and eye narrowing, which are the main features of smil-
ing facial expression, are synchronized with the laughing
speech intervals. Eye blinking events are also coordinated
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Fig. 3. External appearance of the female android and corresponding actuators.

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the proposed method for motion generation during
laughing speech.

with the transition from smiling to neutral facial expression.
Head motion is dependent on the voice pitch, while upper
body motion is dependent on laughter intensity, so these
are driven by both laughter intervals and prosodic features.
Lip motion (excluding lip corner raising) is dependent on
the phonetic contents of the speech signals, so it is driven
by formant features. Details about the motion generation
methods are described as follows, for each modality.

For the facial expression during laughter, the lip cor-
ners are raised (act[8]= 200), and the eyelids are narrowed
(act[1]= 128, act[5]= 128). These values were set so that a
smiling face can be clearly identified. Based on the analysis
results, we send the eyelid and lip corner actuator com-
mands at the instant the laughing speech segment starts, and
set the actuator commands back to the neutral position 1 s
after the end of the laughing speech interval. Figure 5 shows
a scheme for the synchronization of laughing speech and
motion streams.

Fig. 5. Dynamic features of the facial parts during laughing speech, controlled
in the laughter motion generation.

Fig. 6. Smiling face generated during laughter (left) and idle slightly smiling
face generated in non-laughter intervals (right).

From the analysis results presented in Section III.D on
the relationship between facial expression and eye blink-
ing during laughter events, it has been observed that an eye
blinking was usually accompanied when the facial expres-
sion turns back to the neutral face. We then decided to
check the effects of controlling the eye blinking timing.
The eye blinking was implemented in our android, by clos-
ing the eyes (act[1]= 255, and act[5]= 255) during a period
of 100ms, and opening the eyes back to the neutral face
(act[1]= 64, act[5]= 0).

After preliminary analysis on facial motion generation,
we have observed that the neutral facial expression (i.e. in
non-laughter intervals) looked scary for the context of a joy-
ful conversation. In fact, analysis results showed that the
lip corners were slightly or clearly raised in 80 of the dia-
logue intervals. Thus, we proposed to keep a slight smiling
face during non-laughter intervals, by controlling the eye-
lids and lip corner actuators to have intermediate values
between the smiling face and the neutral (non-expression)
face. For the facial expression during the idle smiling face,
the lip corners are partially raised (act[8]= 100), and the
eyelids are partially narrowed (act[1]= 90, act[5]= 80).
Figure 6 shows the smiling face and the idle smiling face
generated in the android (compare with the neutral face in
Fig. 3).

Regarding head motion, the analysis results in Fig. 2
indicated that head motion is less dependent on the laugh-
ter events, in comparison to the other modalities. Rather,
it is known that there is some correlation between head
pitch and voice pitch, i.e. the head tends to be raised when
the voice pitch is risen and vice-versa [22]. Thus, for the
head motion control, we adopted a method for controlling
the head pitch (vertical movements) according to the voice
pitch (fundamental frequencies, F0). Although this con-
trol strategy is not exactly what humans do during speech,
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Fig. 7. Examples of upper body motion control synchronized with the laughing speech interval.

we can expect that natural head motion can be generated
during laughing speech, since humans usually tend to raise
their head for high F0s especially in inhaled laughter. The
following expression is used to convert F0 values to the head
pitch actuator 15, which has the effects of raising/lowering
the head for high/low F0s.

act[15] = headneutral + (F0− center_F0) × F0_scale, (1)

where headneutral is the actuator value for the neutral head
pose (128, for our android), center_F0 is the speaker’s aver-
age F0 value (around 120Hz for male, and around 240Hz
for female speakers) converted to semitone units, F0 is the
current F0 value (in semitones), and F0_scale is a scale
factor for mapping the F0 (voice pitch) changes to head
pitch movements. In the current experiments, F0_scale fac-
tor was set in a way that a 1 semitone change in voice
pitch corresponds to approximately 1◦ change in head pitch
rotation.

For the upper body motion control, we proposed a
method for moving the upper body in the forward and
backward directions, according to the expressions (2) and
(3). These expressions are simply half cosine functions to
smoothly move the actuators from and back to the neutral
position.

act[18][t] = actneutral32+ upbodytarget

× 1− cos(π(t/(Tmax)))
2

. (2)

The upper body is moved from the start point of a laughing
speech interval tstart , in order to achieve a maximum target
angle corresponding to the actuation value upbodytarget, in a
time interval of Tmax. The upbodyneutral corresponds to the
actuator value for the upper body neutral pose (32 for our
android).

From the end point of the laughing speech interval, the
upper body is back to the neutral position according to
expression (3).

act[18][t] = upbodyneutral + (upbodyend − upbodyneutral)

× 1− cos(π + π((t − tend)/(Tmax)))

2
, (3)

upbodyend and tend are the actuator value and the time at the
end point of the laughing speech interval. Thus, if the laugh-
ter interval is shorter than Tmax, the upper body does not
achieve the maximum angle.

Table 1. The controlled modalities for generating five motion types

Motion Controlled modalities

A Face (eyelids+ lip corners)+ eye blink+ head
B Face (eyelids+ lip corners)+ head
C Face (eyelids+ lip corners)+ eye blink
D Face (eyelids+ lip corners)+ eye blink+ head+ idle

smiling face
E Face (eyelids+ lip corners)+ eye blink+ head+ idle

smiling face+ upper body

Figure 7 illustrates examples of the actuator command
values for upper body motion control, based on equations
(2) and (3).

Based on the analysis results of upper body motion
during laughter events in Section III.D, upbodytarget was
adjusted to the mean body pitch angle range of −10◦, and
the time interval Tmax to reach the maximum angle was
adjusted to 1.5 s (a bit longer than the human average time,
to avoid jerky motion in the android).

The lip motion is controlled based on the formant-based
lip motion control method proposed in [1]. In this way,
appropriate lip shapes can be generated in laughter seg-
ments with different vowel qualities (such as in “hahaha”
and “huhuhu”), since the method is based on the vowel for-
mants. The jaw actuator (actuator 13) is controlled for the
lip height.

B) Evaluation of the proposed motion
generation method
We extracted two conversation passages of about 30 s
including multiple laughter events, and generated motion
in our android, based on the speech signal and the laugh-
ing speech interval information. One of the conversa-
tion passages includes social/embarrassed laughter events
(“voice 1”), while the other conversation passage includes
emotional/funny laughter events (“voice 2”).

In order to evaluate the effects of different modalities,
each motion was generated in the android according to the
five conditions described in Table 1.

“Lip corners” indicates the motion control to raise the
lip corners, which is also accompanied by a cheek raising
motion in our android. “Eyelids” indicates the motion con-
trol to narrow the eyes. These are default control for facial
expression (corresponding toDuchenne smile faces) during
laughter, and are present in all conditions.
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Table 2. Motion pairs for comparison of the effects of different
modalities

Motion pair Differences in the controlled modalities

A vs B Presence/absence of “eye blink” control (“eyelids”, “lip
corners”, and “head” are in common)

A vs C Presence/absence of “head” control (“eyelids”, “lip
corners”, and “eye blink” are in common)

A vs D Absence/presence of “idle smiling face” control
(“eyelids”, “lip corners”, “eye blink” and “head” are in
common)

D vs E Absence/presence of “upper body” control (“eyelids”,
“lip corners”, “eye blink”, “head” and “slightly smiling
face” are in common)

“Eye blink” indicates the eye blinking control when turn-
ing the face expression from the smiling face to the neutral
face. “Head” indicates the motion control of the head pitch
from the voice pitch. “Idle smiling face” indicates the gener-
ation of a slightly smiling face during non-laughter inter-
vals. “Upper body” indicates the motion control of torso
pitch, according to the laughter duration.

Video clips were recorded for each condition and used
as stimuli for subjective experiments. Pairwise comparisons
were conducted in order to investigate the effects of the
different motion controls. The evaluated motion pairs are
described in Table 2.

In the evaluation experiments, video stimuli pairs were
presented for the participants. The order of the videos for
each pair was randomized. The videos were allowed to be
re-played at most two times each.

After watching each pair of videos, participants are asked
to grade the preference scores for pairwise comparison, and
the overall naturalness scores for the individual motions,
in seven-point scales, as shown below. The numbers within
parenthesis are used to quantify the perceptual scores.

The perceptual preference scores for comparisons
between two videos are:

• Video A is clearly more natural (−3)
• Video A is more natural (−2)
• Video A is slightly more natural (−1)
• Difficult to decide (0)
• Video B is slightly more natural (1)
• Video B is more natural (2)
• Video B is clearly more natural (3)

The perceptual naturalness scores for individual videos
are:

• Very unnatural (−3)
• Unnatural (−2)
• Slightly unnatural (−1)
• Difficult to decide (0)
• Slightly natural (1)
• Natural (2)
• Very natural (3)

For conditions A and D, which appear multiple times,
individual scores are graded only once, at the first time the

Fig. 8. Subjective preference scores between condition pairs (average scores
and standard deviations). (Negative average scores indicate the first condition
was preferred, while positive average scores indicate that the second condition
was preferred.)

videos are seen. Besides the perceptual scores, participants
are also asked to write the reason of their judgments, if a
motion is judged as unnatural.

The sequence of motion pairs above was evaluated for
each of the conversation passages (voices 1 and 2).

Twelve subjects (remunerated) participated in the evalu-
ation experiments.

C) Evaluation results
Results for pairwise comparisons are shown in Fig. 8. Sta-
tistical analyses were conducted by t-tests (∗ for p < 0.05
and ∗∗ for p < 0.01 confidences). For the preference scores
in the pairwise comparison, significance tests are conducted
in comparison to 0 scores.

The differences between conditions A and B (with and
without eye blinking control) were subtle, so that most of
the participants could not perceive differences. However,
subjective scores showed that the inclusion of eye blinking
control was judged to look more natural for both conversa-
tion passages (“voice 1” and “voice 2”).

Regarding the comparison between conditions A and C
(with and without head motion control), the differences in
the motion videos were clear, so that the participants’ judg-
ments were remarkable. Subjective scores indicated that the
inclusion of head motion control clearly improved natural-
ness (p < 0.01) for both “voice 1” and “voice 2”.

Regarding the comparison between conditions A and
D (without or with idle smiling face), it was shown that
keeping a slightly smiling face in the intervals other than
laughing speech was judged to be look more natural (p <

0.01).
For the comparison between conditions D and E, the

inclusion of upper body motion in condition E was judged
as more natural (p < 0.05 for “voice 1”, p < 0.01 for
“voice 2”). The reason why differences were more evident
in “voice 2” than in “voice 1” is that the conversation pas-
sage “voice 2” contained longer laughter intervals, so that
the upper body motions were more evident.

Figure 9 shows the results for perceived naturalness
graded for each condition.
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Fig. 9. Subjective naturalness scores for each condition (average scores and
standard deviations).

Condition C received negative average scores, meaning
that if the head does not move, the laughter motions look
unnatural. Conditions A and B received slightly positive
scores. Condition E received the highest scores. Overall,
slightly natural to natural motions could be achieved by the
proposed method including all motion control types.

V . D ISCUSS ION

Regarding the five evaluated motion types, firstly the dif-
ference between the conditions A and C (presence/absence
of head motion) was clear in the video, and the subjective
results also indicated that the proposed method for head
motion generation based on F0 was effective to improve
naturalness of the android’s motion. However, some of the
participants pointed out that the motions would look more
natural, if other axes of the head also moved.

Regarding the insertion of eye blinking at the instant
the facial expression turns back to the neutral face (condi-
tion B), our preliminary evaluation had shown that it was
effective to relieve unnaturalness of a sudden change in
facial expression. However differences between the condi-
tions A and B (presence/absence of eye blinking control)
were not statistically significant in the evaluation results of
the present work. The reason was that most participants
could not notice a difference between these two conditions,
since the visual difference is subtle. Nonetheless, the partic-
ipants who perceived the difference judged the presence of
eye blinking to be more natural. The eye blinking control
is thought to work as a cushion to alleviate the unnat-
uralness caused by sudden changes in facial expression.
The insertion of such a small motion as the eye blinking
could possibly be used as a general method for other facial
expressions.

The control of idle slightly smiling face in non-laughter
intervals (conditionD)was shown to be effective to improve
the naturalness, since the conversation context was in joy-
ful situations. However, for a more appropriate control of
slightly smiling face, detection of the situation might be
important.

The reason why condition E (with upper body motion)
was clearly judged as more natural than condition D

(without upper body motion) for “voice 2” is that it looks
unnatural if the upper body does not move during long
and strong emotional laughter. The proposed upper body
motion control was effective to relieve such unnaturalness.
Regarding intensity of the laughter, although it was implic-
itly accounted in the present work, by assuming high cor-
relation between pitch and duration with intensity, it could
also be explicitly modeled on the generated motions.

Regarding the comparison between “voice 1” (which
includes social/embarrassed laughter events) and “voice 2”
(which includes emotional/funny laughter events), the
results in Figs 7 and 8 indicated that the differences on pres-
ence/absence of head and body motion were more evident
in “voice 2”. As stated in Section IV.C, one reason is that the
conversation passage in “voice 2” contained longer laugh-
ter intervals, resulting in more evident body motions. As
the proposedmethod constrains the amount of bodymove-
ment depending on the laughter length, small body motion
was generated in “voice 1”. The effects of forcing different
modalities in different laughter types could be an interesting
topic for future investigations.

In the present study, it was shown that with a lim-
ited number of DOFs (lip corners, eyelids, head pitch,
torso pitch), natural laughter motion could be generated.
Although the android robot ERICA was used as a testbed
for evaluation, the proposed motion generation approach
can be generalized for any robot having equivalent DOFs.

The proposed generation method is useful not only for
autonomous robots but also for tele-operated robot sys-
tems. In conventional tele-operated android systems, it is
possible to create a function (e.g. a button) for generat-
ing smiling faces. However, in involuntary laughter, where
the speaker unconsciously starts laughing in reaction to a
funny situation, the operator has no time to press a smil-
ing face button. Obviously, the facial expressions could be
reproduced through image processing, by detecting the face
parts (including eyes and mouth). However, face parameter
extraction is not robust to light conditions, besides the need
of the face parts being in the camera’s field of view, with
enough resolution, and with compensation of head rota-
tion. Therefore, the method to automatically generate the
laughter motion from the speech signal is important for a
tele-operated robot system.

V I . CONCLUS ION

Based on analysis results of human behaviors during laugh-
ing speech, we proposed a laughter motion generation
method by controlling different parts of the face, head,
and upper body (eyelid narrowing, lip corner/cheek rais-
ing, eye blinking, head pitch motion, and upper body pitch
motion). The proposedmethodwas evaluated through sub-
jective experiments, by comparing motions generated with
different modalities in an android robot.

Results indicated “unnatural” scores when only the facial
expression (lip corner raising and eyelid narrowing) is con-
trolled, and the most “natural” scores when head pitch, eye
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blinking (at the instant the facial expression turn back to
neutral face), idle smiling face (during non-laughter inter-
vals), and upper body motion are controlled.

Topics for a further work include the control strategy
of head tilt and shake axes, the investigation of eye blink-
ing insertion for alleviating unnaturalness caused by sudden
changes in other facial expressions, the detection of situa-
tion for slightly smiling face control, and the explicit model-
ing the laughter intensity on the generated motions. We are
also currently developing a system to automatically detect
laughing speech intervals from acoustic features, so that we
will be able to automate the laughter motion generation
from the speech signal.
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